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Good afternoon, my name is Greg McLean. I work in the SAS Technology
Centre in Systems Development Division at Statistics Canada. Presenting
with me today is Pierre-Yves Caron. Pierre-Yves also works at Statistics
Canada, in the Investment and Capital Stock Division. Today we would like
to discuss with you “Grid Computing with SAS”.
The term “Grid Computing” is a somewhat new term in the IT world,
however, the concept has been with us for thousands of years. In fact, the
concept is all around us in our everyday lives. For example, when we build a
house, we don’t just have one person doing all of the work, we have several
people doing different tasks at the same time. Grocery stores, factories,
restaurants….they all use the concept…multiple people doing different tasks
at the same time.
Some of you may have been fortunate enough to have attended a
presentation made yesterday by Sheryl Doninger from SAS Institute. Sheryl
also presented the topic of “Grid Computing”. Although we will be presenting
research and work that we have done at Statistics Canada, we also wish to
give you some background on the subject. And thanks to Sheryl, much of
the background information is based on her presentation and past SUIGI
paper. Unfortunately Sheryl couldn’t be here today, however, she was quite
happy to share her work and findings.
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So today, we would like to discuss “What is Grid Computing”, why use it and
when it is appropriate to us it. We would also like to briefly show you an
overview of SAS\Connect, which is the module of SAS that allows us to
setup a Grid environment. And something that I would like to add is that
although there may be new functionality in SAS Version 9 for this Grid
concept, everything that we are going to talk about today is based on SAS
Version 8 software.
We would also like to present to you some results of real uses of Grid
computing. We would also like to introduce the “Generalized Grid Computing
System (GGCD)” which is a prototype that we created to run a Grid
Computing environment using SAS.
Pierre-Yves is then going to present some of the research, findings and
issues that his group encountered while trying to optimize some capital stock
calculations.
And finally, we would be open to any comments or questions that you may
have.
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Grid Computing was introduced in the acedemic research community. It was
pioneered by Dr. Ian Foster and Dr. Carl Kesselman on the “Globus Project
for Grid Computing”. And the whole concept is based on parallel / distributed
processing.
There are two primary goals of Grid Computing…….reduce the overall
elapsed processing time while leveraging existing hardware.
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Now when we talk about Grid Computing, there are often two types of Grid
environments that get mentioned. A “Utility” grid and a “Compute” grid. Much
of our work, as well as this presentation, is based on the “Compute” grid,
However, a “Utility” grid can also prove to be a viable solution to achieve our
two primary goals.
The concept of the “Utility” grid is quite simple. On one side we have a pool
of users who need to do some processing. On the other side we have some
available computing machines or CPUs. And dynamically a user or process
get assigned to an available machine. This is somewhat like the use of a
Mainframe computer. We submit a job, a virtual machine processes it and
we get back the results, without knowing how or where exactly it was
processed. The difference in the Grid environment, of course, is that the
CPUs can be located physically on different machines.
The idea behind the “Compute” grid is that we are able to break up a task
into sub-tasks which we then can submit to available machines. Which then
means that theses sub-tasks can then run in parallel or at the same time.
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As SAS developers we are familiar with the concept of serial processing. For
example, assume that we have a SAS program that sorts some data, both
North and South, then merges this data together.
First we submit the SAS program…..we first sort the North data……then we
sort the South data….then we merge the intermediate results to obtain our
final results. In this case we processed the data in a “Serial” fashion.
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Now lets talk about how we can submit the same SAS program using a
parallel processing approach. This time we want to take the same program
and break it into sub-tasks …….such that we can submit some of these
tasks to multiple machines to process in parallel or at the same time. These
sub-tasks would produce some intermediate results. Then the final “Merge”
sub-task can run to create the final results.
Both methods produce the same results, however, by using a “Parallel”
approach we were able to process multiple tasks at the same time, thus
reducing the overall elapsed time of the job.
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Now, lets talk about some reasons why we would consider using this
concept of Grid Computing…..
Budget constraints…..today with our declining budgets we are no longer able
to purchase these new high speed, high priced machines. We kind of have
to make due with what we have.
Higher volumes of data……..in many sectors, we are now processing
“petabytes”, “exabytes”, “zettabytes” and “Yottabytes”. These are terms that I
have never even heard of before.
Tighter processing schedules…….results are often required “right away” and
with all of this data it become so much more time consuming.
And of course……we have all of this idle processing power
available……Now some LAN Administrators may argue this fact, but, I am
not talking just about servers. What about all of the desktop PCs that are
available. At Statistics Canada we have about 5000 employees…so I would
imagine we have at least that many PCs. And even when a PC is used, only
part of the processing power is typically used to run a spreadsheet or word
processing application.
So you see there are many reasons why one would consider using a Grid
Computing approach.
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Now, when is it appropriate to use Grid Computing.
Applications that require hours or even days to process. If you have an
application that takes 10 minutes and you want to shave off some
time…..well Grid computing may not be a good solution because of the
overhead of setting up the environment
Applications that are more processing intensive are good candidates for Grid
Computing. On the other hand if your application requires a great deal of
Input / Output, using a Grid Environment will potentially cause a network
traffic jam!
Also, applications that can be decomposed into sub-tasks are good
candidates for Grid Computing. Now, the SAS example that I mentioned a
few minutes ago may not be a good candidate since we were only able to
break it into 3 part, of which only two could run at the same time. However, if
we were processing a job that processed data by province or state we then
could run many more processes in parallel on multiple machines.
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With SAS, the underlying software or module that allows us to create a Grid
environment is SAS\CONNECT. SAS\CONNECT has been around for quite
some time now. And it is this software that allows us to connect from one
machine to another in the SAS environment. However, prior to SAS Version
8, we were only able to connect in a “Synchronous” fashion. Which meant
that control was only returned to the client session after the job finished
processing on the remote server,
The came along MP\Connect which stands for “Multi-Processing Connect”.
It was introduced in SAS Version 8 and would allow asynchronous
connections to multiple machines or processors.
And of course this was the final piece of the SAS software that would allow
us to create a Grid environment.
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At a very high level it is quite easy to connect to a remote machine using
SAS\CONNECT. Basically we start a SAS session on one machine. We then
can connect to a remote machine by issuing just a few simple SAS
commands. The remote machine can be another PC, UNIX machine,
mainframe or any other platform that is capable of running SAS. Of course
some setup is required on the remote machine, however, it is quite easy to
do and once setup little if no maintenance is required.
When we connect through SAS to this other remote machine we actually
start another dedicated SAS session. If I have a SAS program I now have
the option of where I submit it. I can submit it “locally” on the PC as I
normally would or I have the option to “Remote Submit” it to the server to
process.
Now, there may be a few reasons why I might want to remote submit it to the
server machine. First, the remote machine may be more powerful than the
client machine. Secondly, the data may exist on the server. Of course
processing on the same machine where the data is located will reduce or
eliminate network traffic, thus improving overall elapsed processing time.
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And of course, when using SAS\CONNECT, we are not limited to the
connection of just one remote machine. We can actually connect to many
remote machines at the same time. And these remote machines can be any
machine capable of running SAS.
As you can see, this ability to connect to multiple machines and run SAS
jobs in a asynchronous fashion allows us to create a SAS Grid environment,
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When I was preparing this presentation, I considered not showing these few
cases. Particularly since Sheryl Doninger had previously talked about them
in past papers and presentations. However, it was the results presented in
these cases that actually got me excited about Grid Computing in the first
place. So, I think that some of you will also be impressed with some of the
potential gains than can be made by using SAS and the Grid concept.
The first case involves a company, of which I do not know the name. They
basically performed some optimization using a grid of PC laptops. Sixty
laptops were used. These laptops ranged from 266 – 400 MHZ. And most of
you would agree that these are old machines and somewhat obsolete
compared to today's standards. This company basically had to process data
for 600 sales territories. On a NT Server this processing took 26 hours, on a
Unix Server it took 15 hours. But, using 60 obsolete laptops in a SAS Grid
they were able to get the processing time down to 2 hours! That is a 92%
improvement of total elapsed time over the NT Server and 87% improvement
over the Unix Server….simply by leveraging existing obsolete hardware!
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A second case was performed by the National Institute of Environmental
Health Sciences. The were doing a data analysis of a toxicogenomics
microarray study. Basically they were processing 1.4 million combinations of
genes. They did there research using two different Grid environments.
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The first environment was using Linux, on a 32 node cluster. Each node was
a 1GHz Intel P3 processor. On average, on a single node, processing took
448 hours. Using the grid of 32 linux nodes they were able to run the same
process in 14.5 hours. That is a 97% improvement of total elapsed time.
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The second environment used 100 nodes running a mixture of W2K, WXP
and a variety of UNIX operating systems. Also a combination of SAS V8 and
SAS V9 were used. On average, on a single node, processing took 469
hours. On the heterogeneous SAS grid processing took 5.25 hours. That is a
99% improvement in total elapsed processing time! And it is this figure that
really caught my attention. I couldn’t even imagine improving a SAS program
in this magnitude using conventional methods. To put this into perspective,
469 hours is almost 20 continuous days of processing….that is just about
three weeks. Now we are talking about an AM…a morning of
processing…This is quite impressive.
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So of course after seeing some of the potential of Grid Computing and SAS,
we decided to create the Generalized Grid Computing System. Without
stealing Pierre-Yves’ “thunder” I will give you a little background on this
application.
Some time ago the SAS Technology Centre and Pierre-Yves’ group got
together to try and optimize a particular capital stock calculation. We were
able to “tweak” the SAS code a little bit and probably reduced the processing
time by 5%. But obviously, this wasn’t much, so we decided to consider Grid
Computing.
So to make our work a little easier, we decided to “whip together” a prototype
that would help us. This is a prototype, is very basic. And we have already
identified many improvements and enhancements that we hope to
incorporate in the next fiscal year. However, as you will see, even this basic
prototype allowed us to drastically reduce processing time.
The system consists of two main parts. The first part is where we define the
machines or nodes of our Grid as well as the tasks and process flow. The
second part of the system is where we run the entire job and obtain basic
summary statistics.
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Now I don’t want to get into any detail on this Frame, however, it is used to
define the “Process Flow” or the order in which the sub-tasks of the job must
process.
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The result can be seen graphically on this Frame. Originally I had one SAS
program, however, I was able to break it into 12 sub-tasks, of which some of
them could run in parallel or at the same time.
The way the process flow works is basically from left to right. All processes
in the “Sort” column must finish before the “Merge” task can start. And
subsequently, the “Calculate” task cannot start until the “Merge” task
completes. Every task flows with its predecessor.
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Now we need to define the machines that will be used on our Grid. Many
machines can be defined in advance. For a given machine, we can define its
name, its type…….PC, Unix or Mainframe. We can enable or disable the
machine on the grid. We can give a bilingual description. And we also have
the ability to assign a “Server Priority” or “Server Index” to a particular
machine. A more powerful machine will receive a higher priority or index.
This is a form of load balancing. At processing time, the system will then try
to allocate more complex tasks to the more powerful machines; that is
machines with a higher priority or index. For example, if we were processing
provincial data we know that Ontario and Quebec require much more
processing power than other provinces. Therefore, the system will try and
allocate these steps to the faster machines.
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So now that we have defines the nodes or machines on our grid, and we
have defined the process flow map of the tasks, we can then run the job. Of
course we couldn’t easily setup a SAS Grid here at the Congress Centre so I
took a screen shot of a job while executing.
The green flags indicate tasks that have completed, the hourglass icons
indicate tasks that are currently running, and the blue computer icons
represent tasks than are yet to run.
Once the entire job completes, we then can look at some summary statistics.
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We can see the total elapsed time of the entire job, when it started, when it
finished. We can see how many machines were used on the grid. In this
case 2 machines were used. And we can see how many tasks were
executed along with some other supplemental information
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On the second tab we can find more detailed information about each task.
We see the id of the task….the name of the server or machine used to
process the task…the elapsed time….start time….and end time of the
particular task on the server.
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So, by using this basic prototype we were able to create a grid environment
using SAS. And as I mentioned we plan on advancing the software in the
coming fiscal year.
So I would ask Pierre-Yves to come up and share with you some of the
success that we have shared using this prototype and the concept of Grid
computing in SAS….
Pierre-Yves…..
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The first environment was using Linux, on a 32 node cluster. Each node was
a 1GHz Intel P3 processor. On average, on a single node, processing took
448 hours. Using the grid of 32 linux nodes they were able to run the same
process in 14.5 hours. That is a 97% improvement of total elapsed time.
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If you have any questions or comments, feel free to contact either Greg or
Pierre-Yves. We would be happy to share any information with you.
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